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Carcanet published Gareth Reeves’s first booklet, Pilgrims, in 1969, priced at seven shillings. Forty-four years later we release
Nuncle Music, his dramatic conjuration of Shostakovich’s ghost. Carcanet is about the kinds of continuity that encourage
development, keeping faith where the work changes, matures and keeps delighting and surprising. Many poets in the 2013
catalogue have stayed with us for decades. John Ashbery (1977), Alison Brackenbury (1981), Sujata Bhatt (1988), Les Murray
(1988), Eavan Boland (1989), John Gallas (1989), Iain Bamforth (1992), Sinéad Morrissey (1996), Jorie Graham (1996) and
Frederic Raphael (1997) are all familiar friends who don’t grow old but instead provide surprise after surprise.
And six poets join this list for the first time.
2013 is a year of new voices, new collections, of major collected and selected editions from around the Anglophone world.
Australia, New Zealand, India, Jamaica, the United States, Wales, Ireland, Scotland and England provide poetry. France and
Germany are represented by two major new translations. And we continue to honour Muriel Spark, one of our tutelary spirits.
Carcanet spent 2012 converting hundreds of titles to ebook formats. Readers can now carry a substantial Carcanet library in
their pockets. I have well over a hundred in mine. Some poets were reluctant at first to embrace the new media; now the ebook
enjoys the same relationship with a paperback that two decades ago the paperback enjoyed with a hardback. What is surprising
is the swiftness of the change and the enthusiasm of readers.
2012 was a year of spectacular amalgamations among the mega-publishers, of a continued diminution in the independent
bookselling sector and our library culture. The giant multi-nationals consolidated, Amazon took the castle. The environment
for literary publishing has never looked so unstable or exciting.
As always we welcome your comments and suggestions and invite you to follow us on Twitter and Facebook. You can most easily
contact us at info@carcanet.co.uk.
							
							

Michael Schmidt,
Editorial & Managing Director
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John
Ashbery

Quick Question
In Quick Question John Ashbery extends an invitation to readers to
accompany him into the extraordinary worlds of the everyday,
experienced through the box of tricks that is language. He revels in
twist and transformation, the constant mutability of words and
things: ‘Whatever stops playing is the enemy of the incomplete’. He
can stop us in our tracks with the accuracy of his perception:
‘Somewhere in America someone is trying to figure out / how to pay
for this’. Aware of the paradoxes of his writing, he teases us with
questions: ‘Is it all doggerel and folderol?’ ‘Would I lie to you?’
Either way, his invitation is irresistible: come in, see what happens.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JOHN ASHBERY was born in Rochester, New York, and educated at Harvard
and Columbia. He is the author of more than twenty books of poetry. He is the
recipient of many honours, including the Pulitzer Prize, the National Book Award
and a MacArthur ‘genius’ award. The French government appointed Ashbery as
both Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres and Officier de la Légion d’honneur.

Ashbery’s is a poetry not of
arrival, but of movement, of
invigorating shifts in tone…
a delight to experience.

Guardian

JANUARY 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 228 2
128 pp PAPER £9.95
World exc. US & Can.

Poet ry 5

John
Ashbery

Selected Translations: Poetry
Edited with an introduction by Eugene R ichie & Rosanne Wasserman
The first volume of a momentous two-volume gathering of translations by
America’s greatest living poet represents Ashbery’s lifelong engagement
with French poetry. He spent almost a decade in France from 1955,
during which he worked as an art critic in Paris and was close to the poet
Pierre Martory. His versions of Martory’s poems (published by Carcanet
as The Landscapist) were a 2008 Poetry Book Society Recommended
Translation; a selection of them appears here. His other poetry translations
include Baudelaire, Mallarmé, Pierre Reverdy, Max Jacob, Arthur Cravan,
Francis Ponge, Paul Éluard and André Breton, and France’s greatest living
poet, Yves Bonnefoy. The development of modern French poetry – by way
of the movements of Romanticism, Symbolism, Dadaism and Surrealism
– emerges through Ashbery’s chronology. Presenting 149 poems by
twenty-one poets, this edition also features a sampler of Ashbery’s
masterly translation of Rimbaud’s Illuminations, published to acclaim in
2011. In Ashbery this classic text found a translator whose virtuosic
originality brought Rimbaud’s visions to life in English.

A B O U T T H E E D I TO R S

EUGENE RICHIE is Director of Writing in the English Department at Pace University in New York City. He
has also translated work by Latin American writers including Jaime Manrique and Matilde Daviu.
ROSANNE WASSERMAN’s poems have appeared in anthologies and journals including Best American Poetry
1988 and Best American Poetry 1994. Her books include Other Selves and Frequently Asked Questions.

TRANSLATION 6

Praise for Illumniations:
On page after page Ashbery
finds the perfect twist to turn
the English Rimbaud into
something natural and
eloquent.
Edmund White,
Times Literary Supplement

AUGUST 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 234 3
320 pp PAPER £18.95
World exc. US & Can.

John
Ashbery

Selected Translations: Prose
Edited with an introduction by Eugene R ichie & Rosanne Wasserman
The second volume in a landmark two-volume selection of John
Ashbery’s translations focuses on prose writing. Ashbery is ‘the finest
poet in English of his generation’ (The Times), but his prose writings and
engagement with prose writers – through translations, essays and
criticism – have had a profound impact on the cultural landscape of the
past half-century. This book presents his versions of, among others,
Raymond Roussel, Pierre Reverdy, Giorgio de Chirico and Paul Eluard.
Here are extracts from Roussel’s Impressions of Africa and writings on
Havana; Georges Bataille’s darkly erotic first novella, L’abbé C; Antonin
Artaud’s correspondence with the poet Jacques Rivière; Salvador Dalí
on de Kooning’s art; and key theoretical texts by Jacques Dupin and
others. Several of these twenty-eight prose pieces, by sixteen fiction
writers, playwrights, artists, musicians and critics, are previously
unpublished or have been long unavailable. Many are modern classics.
This book provides insight into the range of French cultural influence
on Ashbery’s life and work, and what he has chosen to share in English.

A B O U T T H E E D I TO R S

EUGENE RICHIE is Director of Writing in the English Department at Pace University in New York City. He
has also translated work by Latin American writers including Jaime Manrique and Matilde Daviu.
ROSANNE WASSERMAN’s poems have appeared in anthologies and journals including Best American Poetry
1988 and Best American Poetry 1994. Her books include Other Selves and Frequently Asked Questions.

If there’s a modern poet you
need on your shelves, and in
your head, it’s Ashbery.
Nicholas Lezard,
Guardian

AUGUST 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 235 0
336 pp PAPER £18.95
World exc. US & Can.
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Iain
The Crossing Fee
Bamforth

[Bamforth’s] work is rich in
perceptual acquaintance,
making it not only intelligent
but also extremely sensual. To
from ‘Memories of Holland’
read him makes the patterns of
In The Crossing Fee Iain Bamforth re-stages the odyssey of the legendary our minds richer…
...and in every province
the voice of water
with its lapping disasters
is feared and hearkened.

German hero who falls into a lake in the Black Forest and emerges in
the China Sea. Circulating between Europe, the Philippines and
Indonesia (where Bamforth worked for five years as a health consultant),
the poems sound the ‘plummet and allure’ of life on both worlds.
Grounded in myth and also in close observation, The Crossing Fee
records a momentous exploration of space and history: ‘For the tides
are always bringing / news of something strange.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

IAIN BAMFORTH grew up in Glasgow and graduated from its medical school. He has
worked as a hospital doctor, general practitioner, translator, lecturer in comparative
literature, and public health consultant in several developing countries. Since 2005,
Bamforth has worked on European Commission projects in Indonesia and the
Philippines, visiting remotest Papua, Timor, Bali, Sumatra and Java.
POETRY 8

David Morley, Guardian

FEBRUARY 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 143 8
80 pp PAPER £9.95
World

Chris
Beckett

OxfordPoets

Ethiopia Boy
Chris Beckett grew up in 1960s Ethiopia, which he describes as a
‘barefoot empire, home of black-maned lions and the African
Union, old priests decked out like butterflies and blazing young
singers of Ethio-jazz…’ Ethiopia Boy plunges the reader into praise
poems that boast the colours and textures of this extraordinary
country. Here is a world of feasting on spicy kikwot and of famine
sucking the water from rivers, of the warrior fly-whisk and the
prayer child, a land of sticks and spirits and leaping trees, where
Earth sings greetings to the feet that walk on her.

Chris Beckett’s poetry is highly
original... The language is
always fresh and surprising.
Daljit Nagra

Chris Beckett’s debut collection of poems evokes worlds and
experiences both foreign and familiar.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

CHRIS BECKETT was born in London and grew up in Ethiopia where his father
worked for the British Embassy. He studied modern languages at Oxford University
and has translated work by Ethiopian writers including Bewketu Seyoum, Fekade
Azeze and Zewdu Milikit. He is currently working on translations of the later
poems of Aimé Césaire.

FEBRUARY 2013
ISBN 978 1 90618 809 2
64 pp PAPER £9.95
World
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Gottfried
Benn

Selected Poems and Prose

Edited and tr anslated by David Paisey
Gottfried Benn ranks among the most significant German poets
of the twentieth century. His early work, with its shockingly
graphic depictions of human suffering and degradation, was
associated with the Expressionist movement; the overriding
theme of his later work was the isolation and fragmentation of
the human being adrift in a nihilistic world.

‘A Word’

David Paisey here presents two selections, of verse and prose
respectively, from Benn’s large oeuvre, ordered chronologically to
enable readers to perceive the developments of Benn’s art and
thought. In an important biographical introduction, Paisey
tackles the difficult question of Benn’s compliance with the Nazi
regime and its impact on his life and work.

A word – a flash, a fire, flamethrower,

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

GOTTFRIED BENN was born in Brandenburg. He practised as a doctor in
wartime Germany. Although he initially welcomed the Nazis’ accession to power,
after 1934 he became a sharp critic of the Nazi government and was banned from
publishing by the regime. His work was not fully appreciated until after his death.

TRANSLAT ION 10

A word, a sentence – out of ciphers
climb life untangled, sudden sense,
the sun stands still, the spheres quieten,
all things about that point condense.

flight, a shooting star of pain –
then dark inexorably taking over
in space, the world and self again.

NOVEMBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 150 6
368 pp PAPER £19.95
World

Tara
Be r g i n

This is Yarrow
…And when I woke and went to the window,
your tender voice told me: this is yarrow,
this is elder, this is the collared dove.
from ‘This is Yarrow’
The poems in Tara Bergin’s debut collection combine sensuous,
supple lyricism with the unsettling familiarity of folklore, fairytale
and dream. They are inhabited by characters who seem at first
widely different from one another, yet share nervous energy, a
troubled state of mind: ‘I am unwell, little crow, / I am unwell and
far from home / where longing lives in my house’. In This is Yarrow
Bergin gathers language from a wide range of sources and places to
create a music and vision entirely her own.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

TARA BERGIN was born in Dublin in 1974. She is currently studying at Newcastle
University for a PhD on Ted Hughes’s translations of János Pilinszky. Her poems have
appeared in the magazines Poetry Review, Poetry London, Modern Poetry in Translation
and PN Review, and the anthology New Poetries V (Carcanet, 2011).

The voicing and line
technique is bold, edgy,
risking or withholding
violence.
Adam Piette

JULY 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 236 7
86 pp PAPER £9.95
World
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Sujata
Bhatt

Collected Poems
Sujata Bhatt’s poems, ‘Search for my Tongue’, ‘Muliebrity’, ‘A Different
History’ and other works, are familiar to many British readers, who
study them at school. Ever since the publication of her first collection,
Brunizem, in 1988, her poetry has been a favourite with those excited
by new geographies and forms, and by issues of language and gender.

She is all things to all people.
Kathryn Morris,
Poetry London

Her Collected Poems trace a fascinating development. In the early work
her imagination stays close to Pune, India, and its languages (including
Gujarati, her mother tongue), landscapes, people and customs. After
her family’s exile she had to re-invent Pune in her writing. As the poet
moves to Europe following her education in the United States, her
poems continue in their vocation of reinvention. Elegies, ekphrastic
work, travel and landscape pieces make up a complex world which is
always lyrical in impulse. In Bhatt’s work, poetry is a place where
nothing is certain and there are surprises with each reading.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

SUJATA BHATT was born in Ahmedabad, India, and grew up in India and in
the United States. She received her MFA from the Writers’ Workshop at the
University of Iowa. She is the author of seven collections and the recipient of
numerous prizes. She received a Cholmondeley Award in 1991 and the Italian
Tratti Poetry Prize in 2000. She lives in Germany.

Poet ry 12

SEPTEMBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 85754 997 3
320 pp PAPER £18.95
World

Caroline
Bird

The Hat-Stand Union
The Hat-Stand Union is a book about isolated people. Some are
isolated within a couple, some in a crowd, some have actively chosen
to retreat, and some are frantically trying to join forces with
something, anything: a lover, a religion, a country, a cause. Or a
Hat-Stand.
Caroline Bird’s fourth collection extends the vigorous world she
created as a teenager with Looking through Letterboxes in 2002, a
world that is new, knowing and innocent; by turns savvy and
vulnerable. There are more shadows now, more tones of voice, a
fuller anger and a broader love of life and language. Alice has
brought her wonderland back through the looking glass and here it
is, beautiful, sinister, for us to explore. Bird’s imagination is inventive
and bizarre; she teaches us how extraordinary everyday life can be if
we see it as it is, how dangerous, joyful and full of surprise it can be.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

What an original,
captivating and spellbinding
voice. Bird is fearless... She’s
dangerous and witty too
with a rare quality of
imagination.
Lemn Sissay

MARCH 2013

CAROLINE BIRD’s first collection, Looking Through Letterboxes, was published by
ISBN 978 1 84777 164 3
Carcanet in 2002, when she was just fifteen. She was shortlisted for the Dylan
Thomas Prize in 2008 and 2010 for her second and third collections, Trouble Came To
80pp PAPER £9.95
The Turnip and Watering Can, which was also a Poetry Book Society Recommendation.

World
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Eavan
Boland

New Selected Poems
New Selected Poems includes the key poems from Eavan Boland’s
remarkable half century of writing. It began with 23 Poems in 1962
and it has continued through more than a dozen collections, each
finding new dimensions in language, history and in the body subject
to passion and to time. She is indeed, as Elaine Feinstein described
her in Poetry Review, ‘one of the finest and boldest poets of the last
half-century’. Her critical writing, her poetry and example have
made an emancipating difference to writing in Ireland. She remarked
in an interview in 2000, ‘women are now writing the Irish poem
across a very big register of new tones, new subjects, new approaches
[…], I think I was one of the poets who became convinced of the
need for change.’

Over all her collections, her
developing forms and subjects
– the fabric of domestic life,
myth, love, history and Irish
rural landscape – have kept
their commitment to lyrical
grace and feminism.
Ruth Padel,
Independent on Sunday

Following the chronology of Boland’s poems, readers experience an
exhilarating sense of development, now incremental, now momentous.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

EAVAN BOLAND was born in Dublin. Her first book was published in 1967. She
has received numerous awards for her writing. She is Mabury Knapp Professor at
Stanford University where she is director of the Creative Writing Program. Carcanet
publish her New Collected Poems and individual collections. She divides her time
between California and Dublin where she lives with her husband.

Poet ry 14

OCTOBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 241 1
160 pp PAPER £12.95
World exc. US & Can.

A lison

Brackenbury Then

Then draws on Alison Brackenbury’s lifetime’s experience of
rural England, its people and its ways, and the threats to its
survival. From the lapwings of her childhood Lincolnshire to
the recurrent floods in Gloucestershire, where she has lived for
many years, the poems reach urgently to both past and future,
finding connections and disconnections. The signs of a
changing climate are emblematic of larger erasures. The poems
keenly focus the beauty and the harshness of the natural world.
They remind us of our own fragility, and our responsibility:
‘We are made of water. But we forgot.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ALISON BRACKENBURY was born in 1953 in Lincolnshire and now lives in
Gloucestershire. For over thirty years she has written poetry and her work has
been broadcast on BBC Radios 3 and 4. She has just retired from twenty years of
work in the family metal-finishing business. She recently won a Cholmondeley Award.

Brackenbury loves, lives,
hymns and rhymes the
natural world and its people
like no other poet.
Gillian Clarke

APRIL 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 118 6
80 pp PAPER £9.95
World
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L ucy
Burnett

Northern House

Leaf Graffiti
Restless as the sea, the poems in Lucy Burnett’s first collection are
always in motion, exploring the interfaces between words and
things, the rural and the urban, the natural and the human.
Fascinated by sequence, repetition and variation, Burnett uses
words, and the white spaces surrounding them, as raw materials:
‘i lay these words before your mind like bricks / yet tentative’. The
rhythmic musicality of her work, and the urgency of her themes,
propel us towards conclusions which can nonetheless only ever be
provisional: ‘if further centres / further into circles / if the weight
of the world / is a story cupped in cumulus’.
Leaf Graffiti is an innovative and passionate debut collection.

like these words
forever fragments
uncomplete
themselves once
more
our conversation
will elide
sliding meanings
into silence
the hang of it
from ‘Uncompletement’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

LUCY BURNETT was born in Dumfries in 1975 and lived and worked in Edinburgh
for many years before moving to the Manchester area. She is a Teaching Fellow
in Creative Writing at the University of Strathclyde and is completing a PhD in
Creating Writing at the University of Salford. In 2007 she was shortlisted for the
Chroma International Poetry Competition.

POETRY 16

APRIL 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 202 2
72 pp PAPER £9.95
World

R ichard
Cr a s h aw

Selected Poems
Edited with an introduction by Robin Holloway
Four centuries ago one of the great English poets of spiritual
ecstasy was born in London. He became a beneficiary of George
Herbert’s poetry: Crashaw ‘the divine’ dazzled the midseventeenth century. Then his work fell into a neglect from which
it has been rescued – by T.S. Eliot and others – but not decisively
until now. The composer Robin Holloway, long an advocate, has
edited this generous centenary edition with tact and love.
This selection unfolds in a sequence of movements and intermezzi,
Crashaw’s secular verse forming a lively counterpoint to his
beautiful devotional poetry. The edition also includes some of
Crashaw’s Latin verse, with vivid new English translations.

A B O U T T H E A U T H O R A N D E D I TO R

[Crashaw exhibits] a deliberate
conscious perversity of
language… like that of the
amazing, impressive interior
of St. Peter’s.
T.S. Eliot

APRIL 2013

RICHARD CRASHAW was born in London in 1613, the son of a Puritan priest. He was educated at
Cambridge and then began to teach at the university. However, his conversion to Roman Catholicism led to
his removal from Cambridge and in 1649 he died, supposedly poisoned, in exile in Italy.

ISBN 978 1 84777 233 6

ROBIN HOLLOWAY studied composition with Alexander Goehr in his teens, and read English at King’s
College, Cambridge. In 2011 he retired from a personal Professorship at Caius College, Cambridge.

World

280 pp PAPER £12.95
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Fred
D’A g u i a r

The Rose of Toulouse
‘I should never ask / directions to my childhood’, writes Fred D’Aguiar:
there is no way back home. The Rose of Toulouse is a book of geographies
tracing where the poet has lived and taught, their histories, and his
history as he travels away from who he was. His transformations are his
identity: ‘Each year I travel my passport photo / looks less like me.’ As
always in D’Aguiar’s poems, politics are not far away; they permeate
every cell of the body. The war on terror, and the terror itself, its causes
and effects, trouble many of these poems. He writes about waking up,
into history, his own past, and into the glare of the present where the
poems strive against disguises and stereotypes.
His poetry has never before been so formally resourceful; sonnets,
ballads, free verse and a sinuous long line are used with dexterity. The
poetry is generous and full of Englishes – of Guyana, the Caribbean, the
United States and Europe.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

FRED D'AGUIAR was born in London to Guyanese parents, grew up in Guyana
and returned to London as a teenager. He has published six volumes of poetry and
five novels, including The Longest Memory, which won the 1994 Whitbread First
Novel Award. He divides his time between the UK, Guyana and the US, where he
is Professor of English and Africana Studies at Virginia Tech State University.
Poet ry 18

Praise for Continental Shelf:
Sensitive... beautiful, visionary.
Frances Leviston,
Poetry London

Outstanding... Quietly crafted,
calm, full of luminous details and
texture, these poems offer a gentle,
almost utopian, sturdiness.
Charles Bainbridge, Guardian

MAY 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 229 9
80 pp PAPER £9.95
World

Pe t e r
Davidson

Distance and Memory
There are still larks on the Laverock Hill, so many even now that
sometimes the cold sky above the farm road seems full of them. And
from the far end of the footpath through the castle wood you can see the
shadow line which the slope of the hill throws across Ardinn in the
next valley to the south… In so many senses this secret landscape and
its past lie in the shadow half of things.
This is a book about remoteness: a memoir of places observed in
solitude, of the texture of life through the quiet course of the
seasons in the far north of Scotland. It is a book grounded in the
singularity of one place – a house in northern Aberdeenshire – and
threaded through with an unshowy commitment to the lost and
the forgotten. In these painterly essays Davidson reflects on art,
place, history and landscape. Distance and Memory is his testament
to the cold, clear beauty of the north.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

PETER DAVIDSON was born in Scotland in 1957 and is Professor of Renaissance
Studies at the University of Aberdeen. He is the author of the topographical book
The Idea of North (Reaktion, 2005); a monograph on the internationalism of the
seventeenth century, The Universal Baroque (MUP, 2007); and a collection of poems,
The Palace of Oblivion (Carcanet, 2008).

Praise for The Idea of the North
by Peter Davidson:

A masterpiece... beyond being
merely clever or wise: a
beautiful book.
Scottish Review of Books

JUNE 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 155 1
320 pp PAPER £14.95
World
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OxfordPoets

Iain Galbraith
and R obyn Marsack

eds.

Oxford Poets Anthology 2013
Carcanet’s OxfordPoets imprint includes writers from Charles
Tomlinson and Rebecca Elson to Nobel Prize-winning Joseph
Brodsky. The OxfordPoets introductory anthologies celebrate
the vibrancy of the list and the vitality of new writing today.
This seventh anthology in the series includes nineteen poets,
new writers and some more widely known. The work in its
variety is marked by wit, imagination, formal and thematic
range. The individual voices are distinctive; yet they share a
commitment to the truth of their experience and an excitement
with the possibilities of language.

Including:
Gregor Addison
Emily Ballou
Paul Batchelor
Riina Katajavuori
Frances Leviston
André Naffis-Sahely
Leonie Rushforth
Hsien Min Toh

A B O U T T H E E D I TO R S

IAIN GALBRAITH studied Modern and Medieval Languages and Comparative Literature at the universities of
Cambridge, Freiburg and Mainz. He is a prize-winning translator of German writing.
ROBYN MARSACK was born in New Zealand. She is Director of the Scottish Poetry Library. She has been a
freelance editor, critic and translator and has published studies of Louis MacNeice and Sylvia Plath.

ANT HOLO GI ES 20

JUNE 2013
ISBN 978 1 90618 810 8
180 pp PAPER £12.95
World

John

Gallas

52 Euros

Containing 26 Men and 26 Women in a Double A–Z
of European Poets in Translation
John Gallas, who guided us around the world in his celebrated
anthology The Song Atlas, here zooms in on Europe. The
poems he perfects in English are chosen from the work of the
famous (Akhmatova, Baudelaire, Pasolini) and the still-to-be
known (the Olafsson brothers, Renée Vivien, Yulia
Zhadovskaya). Native speakers provide him with literals and
the poems’ sounds. Gallas then ‘re-poems’ them. They
constitute an exhilarating poetic journey across a continent
and through time. All human life is here: love and despair,
excess and wild wistful calm. Gallas understands the many
musics of language. His book is a trove of the purest currency
of Europe, poetry.

Praise for John Gallas:
Song Atlas presents a scintillating
spectrum of voices.

Times Literary Supplement

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JOHN GALLAS was born in 1950 in Wellington, New Zealand. He came to England
in 1971 to study Old Icelandic at Oxford, and stayed. He has worked for many
years as a teacher with the Leicestershire Behaviour Support Team. He has published
eight previous collections of poetry with Carcanet Press and edited the anthology
of world poetry The Song Atlas (2002). He swims like a fish and cycles like a windmill.

MARCH 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 099 8
180 pp PAPER £12.95
World
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L orna

G oodison

Oracabessa
Lorna Goodison is one of the outstanding Caribbean poets of her
generation. Her new book refracts Caribbean history through
personal experience, taking as its compass bearings the small
town of Oracabessa in North East Jamaica: ‘Charlie Chaplin
declared Oracabessa / Paradise. One hundred and one years ago /
on this day, time stood still there for him.’ A painter by training,
Goodison is influenced by the art of El Greco and Gauguin and
the cityscapes of Spain and Portugal. Music, too, inflects these
poems, from the heartache of Billie Holiday singing the blues to
the ska dancehall rhythms of the Jamaica of the poet’s youth.
Goodison explores migration and discovery, civilisation and
savagery, with sensuous language and vision. Oracabessa celebrates
the harsh history of a country and the role of the writer as witness
and message-bearer: ‘They are the ones that have to tell the half
that has never been told, and they will tell it.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

LORNA GOODISON was born in and grew up in Jamaica, where she still has a
home. She has taught in Canada and in the United States. She has participated in
literature festivals in New York, London and Erlangen, and her poetry and prose
are widely anthologised. Carcanet publish her Goldengrove: New and Selected Poems
(2006) and Guinea Woman: Selected Poems (2000).
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What is the rare quality that
has gone out of poetry that these
marvellous poems restore? Joy.
Derek Walcott

OCTOBER 2013
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R e b e cc a

Goss

Northern House

Her Birth
...clover
with an unlucky lobe,
the rarest of anomalies
that would flourish
and defeat her
from ‘Foetal Heart’
In 2007 Rebecca Goss’s newborn daughter Ella was diagnosed with
Severe Ebstein’s Anomaly, a rare and incurable heart condition. She
lived for sixteen months. Her Birth is a book-length sequence of poems
beginning with Ella’s birth, her short life and her death, and ending
with the joys and complexities that come with the birth of another
child. Goss navigates the difficult territory of grief and loss in poems
that are spare, tender and haunting: ‘Going home, back down / the
river road, will be a foreign route without her’.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

REBECCA GOSS was born in 1974 and grew up in Suffolk. She has an MA in
Creative Writing from Cardiff University. Her first full length collection The Anatomy
of Structures was published in 2010 by Flambard Press. She lives in Liverpool, where
she taught creative writing at Liverpool John Moores University for several years.
She is now a full-time writer.

The poems in Her Birth
unfold their story of love, loss
and grief for a baby
daughter with pared-down
precision and scorching
intensity.
Helen Dunmore

AUGUST 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 238 1
80pp PAPER £9.95
World
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Grey
G ow r i e

The Italian Visitor
The Italian Visitor opens with ‘The Andrians’, an ambivalent extended
elegy for the Cold War which kept Grey Gowrie’s generation from
fighting in a hot one. He proceeds to evoke the childhood of ‘a Forties
child’ making his inexorable way towards the vocation of poetry in a
Britain emerging from the Second World War, and in the then unsensed
proximity of his later poetic hero Eugenio Montale. Memory and its
inescapable saudade are evoked in his Ballad and his Fado translations.
A rich miscellany of recent poems follows, then the light verses which
eased the poet through years of public service. The book concludes with
a powerful prose memoir of his friendship with Robert Lowell. ‘I once
asked him who were his favourite modern poets... “Oh Hardy and Ezra,”
he replied, “because of the heartbreak.” Heartbreak and history. It is
time to celebrate him again.’ As a coda, Gowrie’s ‘Sisters’ is a brilliant
Imitation of Rimbaud in Lowell’s honour.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

GREY GOWRIE was born in Dublin in 1939 and educated in England and the
USA. He taught English and American literature at Harvard and University College
London and, in 1972, published his first poetry collection. He has been a company
chairman, Chairman of the Arts Council of England and Provost of the Royal
College of Art. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
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Grey Gowrie’s poems – utterly
free of any querulous or selfpitying note – touch the reader’s
own heart.
Dennis O’Driscoll,
Times Literary Supplement

MAY 2013
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Jorie

Graham

The Taken-Down God
Selected Poems

Acclaimed as one of America’s most passionate and intelligent
innovators, Jorie Graham writes poems of luminous formal
beauty. Here she selects from the full range of her last five
books, presenting European readers with a coherent and mighty
body of work. The book complements her Pulitzer Prizewinning The Dream of the Unified Field (1996), which epitomised
her first five books. Here we follow her through the later
environmental and political poems of Overlord, Sea Change and
other collections. Her most recent book, P L A C E, was awarded
the Forward Prize in 2012.
Jorie Graham’s poems address a planet spinning towards an
unknowable future. They challenge us to inhabit a more
responsive and responsible place in language and the world. Her
poetry is as urgent as it is essential.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JORIE GRAHAM was born in New York in 1950. She grew up in Italy and studied
at the Sorbonne, and at Columbia and Iowa Universities. A former director of
the renowned Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa, she now divides
her time between western France and Cambridge, Massachusetts, where she is
Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory at Harvard University.

One of the finest poets writing
today.
John Ashbery
P L A C E was a happily
unanimous choice for the judges.
It is a challenging collection of
unusual force and originality...
Leonie Rushforth, Chair of the
2012 Forward Prize Judges

MAY 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 194 0
220 pp PAPER £14.95
World exc. US & Can.
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J ohn
Gr e e n i n g

OxfordPoets

To the War Poets
In To the War Poets John Greening sends despatches across the
decades, looking back over the century since the outbreak of the
First World War. In a sequence of verse letters he addresses the war
poets directly, making connections yet always aware of distance:
‘No larks, / just the passing of traffic.’ Greening explores
‘Englishness’, but also – in his translations from Heym, Trakl,
Stadler and Stramm – provides an alternative perspective. From the
discovery of the Sutton Hoo burial just before the start of the
Second World War to the security forces’ shut-down of Heathrow
airport in 2006, the presence or threat of conflict underlies
Greening’s precise, unsentimental address on the centenary of the
Great War.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JOHN GREENING was born in 1954 and studied at the universities of Swansea,
Mannheim and Exeter. He reviews for the TLS and has won several major honours
including an Arvon Prize, the Bridport Prize, a Cholmondeley Award, a Hawthornden
Fellowship and a Scottish Arts Council Award. He has written twelve poetry
collections, studies of British and Irish poets, and the recent Poetry Masterclass (2011).
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So there
you lie, about to die
but not until St George’s,
when they’ll bury you
on Skyros, Achilles’ home,
and watch the trickle begin
(from brook to river to flood)
out of this dry island.
from ‘To Rupert Brooke’

NOVEMBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 90618 808 5
80 pp PAPER £9.95
World

As poet, translator and editor he is at the heart of modern Irish
poetry; he has understood and chronicled its ‘dual’ literary
tradition. History has made him something of a pessimist, but
experience, that series of setbacks and recoveries, teaches hope.
The poems, sometimes the syntax itself, remain open-ended and
susceptible to new experience. Even to Grace.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

THOMAS KINSELLA was born in Dublin in 1928. He attended University College
Dublin and entered the Irish Civil Service, before becoming a full-time writer and
teacher. He is the author of over thirty books of poetry, essays, and editor of The
New Oxford Book of Irish Verse. In 2007 he was awarded the Freedom of the City
of Dublin.

from ‘Love Joy Peace’

Late Poems brings together Thomas Kinsella’s five most recent
Peppercanister volumes, Marginal Economy (2006), Man of War
(2007), Belief and Unbelief (2007), Fat Master (2011) and Love
Joy Peace (2011). Each is a coherent whole and also constitutes a
section of the ongoing project of his writing. He remains one of
the great prosodists of Irish poetry, heir equally of Yeats, Pound
and Auden, finding distinct different forms and paces for each of
his occasions. He also explores the great themes of the spirit, the
body and the body politic.

temptation.

Late Poems
Grace.
In a light cast from the world to come,
the mark of Favour. In our earthly light,
gift of the true decision at every choice,
with the strength to endure trial and resist

Thomas
Kinsella

OCTOBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 243 5
144 pp PAPER £12.95
World exc. US & Can.
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D av i d
Morley

The Gypsy and the Poet
With dr awings by Peter Blegvad
Beginning with the real-life encounter between the poet John Clare
and a Gypsy named Wisdom Smith, this book reinvigorates the
sonnet sequence to stage the fellowship that develops between the
two men. In poems of lyrical richness and dramatic intensity we see
the poet and the Gypsy banter, argue, and teach each other lessons;
laugh, cry, and curse; work, love, and lose what they have loved.
The central section of the book enacts Clare’s own belief in the
creative forms of nature itself: ‘I found the poems in the fields / And
only wrote them down’.

Morley has not so much
created a new universe as
uncovered one... Morley brings
Romany vocabulary fizzing and
crackling into our consciousness.
Guardian

The Gypsy and the Poet is startlingly alive to the complexities of
friendship, love and language.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

DAVID MORLEY has published three previous Carcanet poetry collections and the
bestselling Cambridge Introduction to Creative Writing. Enchantment (2010) was a Sunday
Telegraph Book of the Year. The Invisible Kings (2007) was a PBS Recommendation and
TLS Book of the Year chosen by Les Murray. He regularly reviews for the Guardian.
He runs the Creative Writing programme at Warwick University.
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Sinéad
Morrissey

Parallax
PARALLAX: Apparent displacement, or difference in the apparent
position, of an object, caused by actual change (or difference) of
position of the point of observation. – Oxford English Dictionary

The outstanding poet of
her generation.
Stephen King, Independent

Capturing David Niven on a magical marble escalator to heaven
in 1946, recording L.S. Lowry’s studio after his death, and peering
into the illicit worlds of the Victorian Mutoscope, these poems
document what is caught, and what is lost, when houses and
cityscapes, servants and saboteurs (‘the different people who lived
in sepia’) are arrested in time by photography. Assured and
unsettling, Morrissey’s poems explore the paradoxes in what is
seen, read and misread in the surfaces of the presented world.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

SINÉAD MORRISSEY was born in 1972 and grew up in Belfast. Her previous
collections are There Was Fire in Vancouver (1996), Between Here and There (2002),
The State of the Prisons (2005) and Through the Square Window (2009), all of which are
published by Carcanet. She lectures in creative writing at the Seamus Heaney Centre
for Poetry at Queen’s University, Belfast.

SEPTEMBER 2013
ISBN 978 1 84777 204 6
80 pp PAPER £9.95
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L es
M u r r ay

Killing the Black Dog
Killing the Black Dog is Les Murray’s brave prose account of a
struggle with depression, accompanied by poems that inhabit
that troubled space, drawn from the full trajectory of his work.
Since the first edition appeared in 1997, readers have drawn
strength from his account of the illness, its origins in family
history, its social effects and how it can be survived.

He is, quite simply, the one by
whom the language lives.

Joseph Brodsky

In this revised and updated edition, Murray notes that the title
was premature. He had mistaken remission for cure and believed
himself free of the illness which had twice taken over his life.
Here he describes a relapse. He is grateful for previously
unacknowledged help; he describes how patches of daylight now
balance the darkness. Another half dozen poems are added,
reflecting a complex understanding of depression and its place in
the lives of those who endure it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

LES MURRAY was born in 1938 and grew up on a dairy farm at Bunyah in New
South Wales. Carcanet publish his New Selected Poems as well as his individual
collections including Subhuman Redneck Poems (1996, awarded the T.S. Eliot Prize).
His verse novel Fredy Neptune appeared in 1998 and in 2004 won the Mondello
Prize in Italy. Murray received the Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry in 1999.
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R ay m o n d
Queneau

Hitting the Streets

Tr anslated from the french by R achel Galvin

‘The Concierges’

Taxi drivers, street sweepers, a bouquiniste, unsuccessful
prostitutes, a menaced bicycle-rider, noisy children, an old
woman shunted aside in a crowd, and some disgruntled
animals at the zoo populate the poems of Raymond Queneau’s
Hitting the Streets. Unreeling like a series of clips recorded
during a stroll through Paris, the book is wickedly funny, but
it is also a bittersweet meditation on how ‘the river of
forgetfulness carries away the city’.

For years and many a twelve-month

Hitting the Streets is Queneau’s love note to Paris – a Paris that
is always in the process of becoming superannuated. Rachel
Galvin’s lively, idiomatic version is the first complete translation
available in English.

haven't set foot on this street
and I find once again
the old verdigrisy grey-beard
sobbing in his doorway
the concierge and her broom
the dreaming cat neither more nor less
moth-eaten
nothing and no one has moved
only my body has crossed
the road

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JULY 2013

RAYMOND QUENEAU was born in 1903 and studied at the Sorbonne before military
ISBN 978 1 84777 157 5
service and a career at Gallimard publishing house. A novelist, philosopher, poet,
128 pp PAPER £12.95
mathematician and translator, he was a leading figure in twentieth-century French
literary life. In 1959 he published his best-known work, the novel Zazie dans le métro.
World
In 1960 he co-founded OuLiPo, a group of experimental writers and mathematicians.
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Fr e d e r i c
Ra p h a e l

There and Then
Personal Terms VI

There and Then: Personal Terms VI is the latest collation from
Frederic Raphael’s personal journals. Compulsively readable,
wise and mischievous by turns, this sixth volume chronicles his
eventful life in the seemingly glamorous worlds of 1980s
Hollywood and literary London. Included are his encounters
with Mary Whitehouse and Meryl Streep, vital memories of
Dirk Bogarde and warm reflections on Peter Sellers. Post-war
British values and Byron’s sex life are subjected to scrutiny; and
there are acute portraits of Robert Redford, Shirley Conran and
many others.

Raphael’s sharp wit spares no one,
least of all himself.
Sunday Telegraph

There and Then continues the account of time spent, in the
words of The Sunday Times, with ‘one eye on life’s greasy pole
and the other on the eternal verities’.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

FREDERIC RAPHAEL was born in Chicago in 1931 and educated at Charterhouse
and St John’s College, Cambridge. His novels include The Glittering Prizes (1976,
made into the classic TV serial); he has also written short stories and biographies
of Somerset Maugham and Byron. His work as a screenwriter includes the Academy
Award-winning Darling (1965) and Stanley Kubrick’s final film, Eyes Wide Shut.
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G areth
R eeves

Nuncle Music
Nuncle Music consists of monologues from beyond the grave by the
Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich. Hindsight, guilt, and
tricks of memory play their part in his vivid psycho-drama. The
sequence reflects ‘the Shostakovich wars’ that have raged ever since
the composer’s death in 1975. Was he a dissident or a dissembler?
Were his the politics of conformity, resistance, or survival – or a
tense, ultimately inscrutable, tangle of all these? Shostakovich
loved Lear’s Fool, who speaks harsh truths and calls the king
‘nuncle’. Though the struggles of Soviet life, the terror, the
deprivation, the disappeared, haunt this sequence, a Shostakovian
vitality, acerbic wit and mischief are also present: Hamlet farts
through a flute, Stalin plays the triangle, a sparrow shits on a
musical score, and the composer brags he can light a campfire with
one match in a gale. Barrie Ormsby’s Shostakovich-inspired
illustrations enhance the book, and its cover.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

GARETH REEVES studied at Oxford and at Stanford, where he held a Wallace
Stegner Writing Fellowship. Until recently he was Reader in English at Durham
University, where he ran an MA course in poetry. Carcanet has published his Real
Stories (1984) Listening In (1993) and New and Selected Poems (2012).

Distinguished by economy,
quiet wit and resolute affection.
Charles Boyle,
London Magazine
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Muriel
Spark

Mary Shelley
A Biography

At the age of twenty, Mary Shelley secured her place in history by writing
Frankenstein (1818), now acknowledged as one of the great literary classics.
The daughter of radical philosopher William Godwin and pioneering
feminist Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary Shelley lived an unconventional life
dogged by tragedy. At sixteen she scandalised England by eloping with her
married lover, the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, but was widowed after only a
few years of marriage. She went on to survive her husband by nearly thirty
years and to support herself and her son as a writer.

Her imagination allows her so
convincingly to inhabit Mary
Shelley’s time, place and
temperament.
Jeanette Winterson,
The Sunday Times

Here the great twentieth-century novelist Muriel Spark paints a portrait of a
gothic icon. First published in 1951, this remarkable biography, reissued
with previously unpublished material, recounts Mary Shelley’s dramatic life,
from her youth and turbulent marriage to her career as writer and editor.
The young Spark, who would write The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie ten years
later, discovered her vocation as a novelist in this study.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

DAME MURIEL SPARK was born in Edinburgh in 1918. Her autobiography Curriculum
Vitae and her complete poems are published by Carcanet. Her novels include The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961) and The Girls of Slender Means (1963), and she edited
Poetry Review from 1947 to 1949. Spark was made Commandeur des Arts et des
Lettres (France) in 1996 and awarded her DBE in 1993. She died in 2006.
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C hris
Wall ace- New and Selected Poems
C rabbe

Yet we view it all from here
With our feet resting firmly on the physical
And all the impinging solidly made right here
Of pods, fibre, fur, sepals, gumnuts, one parrot feather...
from ‘That Which Is’
				
This book distils an adult lifetime into the intense magic of
poetry. Wallace-Crabbe is a nature poet in the broadest possible
sense: his poems, ranging widely in tone and subject-matter,
seek above all to convey the richness and variety of our world,
his sense that we are ‘inserted headlong into life’ and must make
the best of what comes to us. Throughout his work – at times
wryly philosophical, at times gently elegiac – Wallace-Crabbe
remains passionately committed to his quest, ‘troubling the
stubborn world for meaning’.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE has taught at the Universities of Melbourne, Yale,
Harvard and Venice. His first collection was published in Australia in 1959. In the
1980s he began to publish with Oxford University Press. He has won the Dublin
Prize for Arts and Sciences and the Christopher Brennan Award for Literature.
He is Professor Emeritus in the Australian Centre at Melbourne University.

OxfordPoets

For fifty years now, WallaceCrabbe has been honing his ‘fanatical
and faintly luminous’ interrogations,
and he keeps getting better.

Times Literary Supplement
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The boatman stares through million-pockmarked waters,
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tapping a cigarette, shying from the rain

RORY WATERMAN was born in Belfast and grew up in rural Lincolnshire. He studied
at the University of Durham and the University of Leicester, where he recently
completed a PhD. He teaches English literature and creative writing at Nottingham
Trent University, and co-edits the magazine New Walk.

in mac and wellies, beneath a London plane

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

that rustles and drips. He tells his daughter

Waterman’s poems appeared in the acclaimed anthology New
Poetries V (Carcanet, 2011).

from ‘Family Business’

The poems in Rory Waterman’s debut collection Tonight the
Summer’s Over explore belonging and estrangement with precise
resonance. Born in Belfast and brought up in rural Lincolnshire,
Waterman turns an unblurred eye on his own childhood, caught
between two countries, two cultures, two parents. Yet his poems are
never mere autobiography: they are rooted in a broader concern for
the inconsistencies of human experience. Tonight the Summer’s Over
becomes a book of love and hope: ‘Lift the purest feather from the
wreck. / Ignore the seagulls laughing against the sky.’

to bolt the hut. Tonight the summer’s over.

Tonight the Summer’s Over

			

Rory
Waterman
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Jo h n

Wh a l e

Northern House

Frieze
Fallen warriors, a conquistador, a cat; an 1815 namesake; a
father, a mother, a childhood rhyme; a boxer, an explorer, a
stuffed Welsh fish… Frieze entertains a host of shadows, all the
dead who inhabit our lives. It is at once elegy and exploration.
Attending to experiences of childhood and the workings of
history, the poet discovers how we mark time and are subject to
time in our lives. At the heart of the process is the poem itself,
its capacity for expression and the space it provides for
reflection, its precision and beauty.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

JOHN WHALE was born in Liverpool in 1956 and studied at the University
of Leeds before moving to a post at University College, Cardiff. In 1984 he
returned to Leeds University, where he is now Professor of Romantic Literature
and from where he co-edits the international literary quarterly Stand.

Praise for Waterloo Teeth
by John Whale:
... mixes verbal originality with sympathetic clarity
and seriousness: poems that
matter.
Bernard O’Donoghue
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Over 100 titles now available...

Ice
Gillian Cl ark e,
National Poet of Wales
Shortlisted for the 2012
T.S. Eliot Prize for Poetry

A Book of Lives
Edwin Morgan

Edwin Morgan is the most dynamic,
brilliant, free-wheeling poet around,
endlessly accessible and inventive,
glorious refreshment.

Bevel

Parade’s End

William Letford

Ford Madox Ford

The pleasure I have gained
from William Letford’s
poems... will, I am confident,
stay with me forever.

There are not many English novels
which deserve to be called ‘great’.
Parade’s End is one of them.

W. H. Auden

Nicholas Lezard,
Guardian

Pessimism for
Beginners

Sophie Hannah
Shall I put it in capitals?
SOPHIE HANNAH IS A
GENIUS.

Poetry Review

Collected Poems
Sorley Maclean

I knew Sorley MacLean by
reputation before I felt his authority… what was unlookedfor has grown indispensable.

Seamus Heaney

Scotsman

Under Storm’s Wing
Helen Thomas
and Myfanw y Thomas

Here is a portrait of the poet by his
wife which has no equal.

New Statesman

Bride of Ice
M ar ina Tsveta eva
tr. El aine Feinstein

Feinstein’s translations prove
that a poem can be re-born
in its adoptive language.

Carol Rumens
ebo oks 38

Child: New and Selected
Poems 1991–2011
Mimi K h alvati

Mimi Khalvati is one of the
most poignant and graceful
poets writing today.

George Szirtes

The Collected Poems
Elizabeth Jennings
This is a supremely dippable-into book. Its
bulk is liberating, not intimidating.
Nicholas Lezard, Guardian

New Selected Poems
Les Murr ay

The Usain Bolt of modern poetry.
Daljit Nagra

New Collected Poems
Iain Crichton Smith
Over the years [his] poetry has increased
in strangeness and beauty. He is a poet
of his own discontents, but one who has
submitted his unrest to the demands of the
imagination.
Times Literary Supplement

Also available
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Mary O'Malley
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Ovid
Mervyn Peake
Petrarch
Richard Price
Frederic Raphael
Rainer Maria Rilke
Christina Rossetti
Kay Ryan
C.H. Sisson
Jeffrey Wainwright
W.B. Yeats
Jane Yeh
New Poetries V

...and many more

Carcanet ebooks are available on all
major ereaders and devices
Fo r t h e f u l l ra n g e , a n d f o r u p - t o - d a t e
prices, search your ebook store
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a new generation in short fiction
Bio-Punk

DAVID CONSTANTINE

An anthology of bio-engineered futures

Tea at the Midland

An anthology of specially commissioned stories
exploring the ethical, social and human consequences of cutting edge bio-medical research.
ISBN 978 1 90558 340 9
£9.99

A new collection of short stories by a master
of the form and a previous winner of the BBC
National Short Story Award.
ISBN 978 1 90558 349 2
£9.99

HASSAN BLASIM

FRANK COTTRELL BOYCE

The Iraqi Christ

Triple Word Score

A much-anticipated second collection of short
stories by the Iraqi-born winner of a 2012
English PEN Writers in Translation award.

The debut short fiction collection by the awardwinning screenwriter, children’s author and writer
behind Danny Boyle’s Olympics Opening Ceremony.

ISBN 978 1 90558 352 2
£9.99

ISBN 978 1 90558 343 0
£9.99

ADAM MAREK

BBC National Short Story Award 2012

The Stone Thrower
The acclaimed second collection of short
stories by the award-winning author of
Instruction Manual for Swallowing.
ISBN 978 1 90558 350 8
£7.99

COMMA P RESS 40

A unique anthology, gathering the shortlist of the
world’s biggest short story prize, as featured on
The Today Programme.
ISBN 978 1 90558 351 5
£8.99
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SELECTED BACKLIST
CHINUA ACHEBE
Collected Poems

EAVAN BOLAND
New Collected Poems

Chinua Achebe’s Collected Poems was easily the most
powerful book I read in 2005: his poem ‘A Mother in a
Refugee Camp’ had me making a fool of myself on a train
between Charing Cross and Waterloo East.
Matthew Sweet, Independent

This New Collected Poems is an important document: it
is the finest evidence ever assembled of the escape from
the grip of a tradition.
Thomas McCarthy, Irish Times

ISBN 978 1 85754 843 3
£9.95

ISBN 978 1 85754 858 7
£14.95

CHARLES BAUDELAIRE
Complete Poems

GILLIAN CLARKE
Collected Poems

...one is grateful when the translator turns himself loose
and the English serves as a commentary on Baudelaire's
modernity.
Times Literary Supplement

Gillian Clarke’s poems ring with lucidity and power...
her work is both personal and archetypal, built out of
language as concrete as it is musical...
			
The Times

ISBN 978 1 85754 939 3
£18.95

ISBN 978 1 85754 335 3
£12.95

SUJATA BHATT
Point No Point: Selected Poems

THE NEW YORK POETS

...a substantial collection of poems, one that allows us to
travel, dream and learn, but one that ultimately moves us
by the quietude of its stance and its impeccable
articulation.
Times Literary Supplement
		
ISBN 978 1 85754 306 3

...a quartet of sublime jokers who imagined a city into existence. Deceptively simple surfaces overlay an intellectual
and emotional exuberance of staggering daring.

£9.95
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John Ashbery, Kenneth Koch, Frank O’Hara & James Schuyler

		
ISBN 978 1 85754 734 4
£14.95

London Review of Books

SELECTED BACKLIST
KEI MILLER
A Light Song of Light

R.F. LANGLEY
The Face Of It

In this moving collection the song of the indomitable
human spirit flickers in the darkness like a flame.
POETRY LONDON
ISBN 978 1 84777 103 2
£9.95

one of the classics of early 21st-century English poetry		
jeremy noel-tod, dAILY TELEGRAPH
ISBN 978 1 85754 900 3
£8.95

JORIE GRAHAM
PLACE

RAINER MARIA RILKE

For 30 years Jorie Graham has engaged the whole human
contraption – intellectual, global, domestic, apocalyptic –
rather than the narrow emotional slice of it most often
reserved for poems
NEW YORK TIMES

The author wrote of his Sonnets to Orpheus:
They are perhaps most mysterious, even to me...the most
puzzling dictation I have ever received and taken down.

ISBN 978 1 84777 193 3
£9.95

Sonnets to Orpheus and Letters to a Young Poet

ISBN 978 1 85754 456 5
£12.95

HUGH MACDIARMID
Selected Poems

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI
Selected Poems

Riach has done Scottish literature a great service in
masterminding the Carcanet edition of the works of Hugh
MacDiarmid...
Times LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

[Rossetti's poetry is] unequalled for its objective expression of happiness denied and a certain unfamiliar steely
stoicism.			
PHILIP LARKIN

ISBN 978 1 85754 756 6
£14.95

ISBN 978 0 85635 533 2
£9.95
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Louis de Bernières
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in Britain without Carcanet.
William Boyd
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Book buying benefits at www.carcanet.co.uk
•

10% discount and exclusive special offers for all online orders.

•

A fast, efficient and secure service.

•

New titles weeks before they reach the shops.
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Books dispatched within 24 hours by standard Royal Mail
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Free postage and packing for UK orders.
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International and expedited delivery also available
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